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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Stradivarius Will Be In Tune At Goodwood Today  


The Qatar Goodwood Festival starts today and there should be a week of glorious 
racing. The meeting formerly known as Glorious Goodwood has been rebranded 
and like it or not the state of Qatar has boosted prize money and hence the quality 
of the fields. Goodwood’s main meeting will never be Royal Ascot but it has its place 
in the racing calendar. 


The Gold Cup is the most prestigious race at the Royal meeting and the Goodwood 
Cup is its equivalent this week. Several runners today (3.35pm) contested the Group 
1 race at Ascot. There is no point ignoring the obvious and STRADIVARIUS can 
complete the double and that result can be backed at 8/13 with Ladbrokes.   


The two other Group races on the card are more open and Stradivarius is the banker 
of the week. The horse is the best stayer in Britain and Ireland and on ratings and 
form will be hard to beat. The Qatar Vintage Stakes at 2.25pm is a seven furlong 
contest for colts, geldings and fillies but there are no female horses in the field. 
DUNKERRON has shown improvement over four starts and with more progression 
expected today the horse is the one to back at 15/2 with William Hill.   


The Lennox Stakes (3pm) is run over the same distance but the age range is three-
year-olds and elder. Horses from the current Classic generation receive seven 
pounds and the only runner aged three can take advantage of that concession. TIP 
TWO WIN performed better than his odds suggested when finishing second in the 
2,000 Guineas over one mile at Newmarket in May. The youngest horse in the race 
can prevail at 9/2 with Betfair.  


It’s the second of the seven day Galway Races meeting which generates huge 
betting turnover. The event combines decent action on the Flat and over jumps with 
some ordinary fare. Punters don’t seem to care about the quality but bet in any race 
like its going out of fashion. INSCRIBE can win the richest race of the day (7.40pm), 
a handicap over about one mile, and the horse is 9/2 with Paddy Power to oblige.  
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High Roller Six Winners From Seven Selections And 
Very Hot Trainers - By High Roller Racing


In the week just gone High Roller has 6 winners from 7 selections with the very last 
selection beaten a nose. All the winners were Heavily backed and these are HOT 
tips… who said horses cannot talk? Will tell you more later.


Well what a feast awaits us this week! Galway Festival for a whole week and 
Glorious Goodwood. Two fantastic meeting and plenty of great horses, jockeys, 
trainers and high profile owners on view. But who is in form? Who is running into 
form for these meetings? Read on and let’s see if we can put you in the right 
direction as we have been doing. Two weeks ago we said follow Haggas and Dr 
Newland… Haggas produced TEN WINNERS and Dr Newland FIVE WINNERS 
totalling 15 Winners from this article alone.


Who is coming hot? Answer CLIVE COX… former jockey and now trainer. Clive 
knows the magic formula of getting a horse ready!  Clive’s las eight runners have 
produced four winners and he has plenty of chances at Glorious Goodwood. On the 
opening day Cloak And Dagger represents Clive in a six furlongs maiden with a 
great chance. On Wednesday he has a nice entry with Welcoming in another maiden 
the horse narrowly beaten at Chepstow on debut. On Thursday Kick On Kick On 
represents Clive in a five furlongs handicap and has been penalised 5lbs by the 
handicapper but it looks a decent opportunity for the horse. So consider Clive Cox 
throughout the meeting. Another big plus is Adam Kirby usually rides for Clive and 
he indeed is a very positive capable strong jockey. ‘‘Tis Marvellous could go close 
for Cox in the Stewards Cup given a clear run.


David Simcock is in decent form and his stats show his yards form is better than 
ever before at this time of year. This yard got Breton Rock to win last years Lennox 
Stakes at this meeting returning 50/1. Can we rule him out this year? Well I would 
say not after his great run last year the horse obviously likes the course so although 
he may not win it’s folly just to ignore him completely. Lightning Spear should run 
well in the Sussex Stakes for the yard and is well worth consideration. Miss Latin is 
well handicapped and could run very well off her rating of 78. White Chocolate holds 
three entries at Goodwood and she seemed unlucky at Ascot recently so she may 
run in the Lily Langtry and we should take note of her in our calculations.


Our third trainer is Saeed  Bin Suroor who always seems in form. Saeed is one of the 
Godolphin Trainers and only trains horses in their Royal Blue colours. I never like 
opposing Godolphin horses they have that ‘aura’ in their presence on the course. 
Saeed has saddles 17 winners in July as I write and 65 per cent of his horses have 
been running to form. Saeed tends to improve horses with age and one that fits the 
bill here is Natural Scenery is the long distance handicap on Wednesday. Racing 
Country could be Saeeds best chance at Goodwood as the horse is progressive 
having won his last two starts and should be capable of handling a 6lb rise in the 
weights. Promising Run ran well in a Listed race at Pontefract and at a big price 
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could run very well in the Nassau Stakes. Always respect Saeeds horses and 
entry’s.


So if you are a High Roller regular you had six winners from seven selections last 
week with some monumental gambles amongst them. If you go to Betfan Proofing 
and find High Roller Racing you can see the lists of winners… I am a man in TOP 
FORM… if I was a jockey or trainer you would all back by tips… try the service. It 
costs £10 for every winner and nothing if we get an odd loser. Maximum one tip per 
day. We always tell our clients ‘take the price asap’ the prices always go. THIS 
SERVICE STRIKE RATE IN JULY 60.71 per cent. To join FREE follow the link below.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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